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Abstract—Network coding (NC) based opportunistic routing has been well studied, but the impact of routing diversity on the performance of NC-based routing remains largely unexplored. Towards understanding the importance of routing diversity in NC-based routing, we study the problems of estimating and minimizing the data delivery cost in NC-based routing. In particular, we propose an analytical framework for estimating the total number of packet transmissions for NC-based routing in arbitrary topologies. We design a greedy algorithm that minimizes the total transmission cost of NC-based routing and determines the corresponding forwarder set for each node. We prove the optimality of this algorithm and show that 1) nodes on the shortest path may not always be favored when selecting forwarders for NC-based routing and 2) the minimal cost of NC-based routing is upper-bounded by the cost of shortest path routing. Based on the greedy, optimal algorithm, we design and implement ONCR, a distributed minimal cost NC-based routing protocol. Using the NetEye sensor testbed, we comparatively study the performance of ONCR and existing approaches such as the single path routing protocol CTP and the NC-based opportunistic routing protocols MORE and CodeOR. Results show that ONCR achieves close to 100% delivery reliability while having the lowest delivery cost among all the protocols and 25-28% less than the second-best protocol CTP. This low delivery cost also enables ONCR to achieve the highest network goodput, i.e., about two-fold improvement over MORE and CodeOR. Our findings demonstrate the significance of optimizing data forwarding diversity in NC-based routing for data delivery reliability, efficiency, and goodput.

I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade witnesses the fast advance of resource-constrained wireless communication systems, e.g., sensor networks. For resource-constrained wireless networks, many in-network processing (INP) methods have been proposed to improve energy efficiency and data delivery performance by reducing network traffic load and thus channel contention, and one such INP method is network coding. First proposed for wired networks [2], network coding (NC) improves network throughput by mixing packets at intermediate nodes during transmissions. As a special INP, it has drawn great interest from the wireless research community, and one important application scenario is network-coding-based routing. In particular, several NC-based opportunistic routing (OR) protocols [4][15][13] have been proposed. They improve overall throughput of wireless mesh networks through the integration of random network coding and opportunistic routing and corresponding rate control schemes.

When designing an NC-based routing protocols, there are usually three key challenges: 1) how should a node select the forward set? 2) when should a node stop broadcasting re-encoded packets? and 3) when should a node start broadcasting re-encoded packets? Various solutions to challenge 2 and 3 have been proposed in existing NC-based opportunistic routing protocols, e.g., [4][15][13]. Challenge 1, however, has been overlooked in existing protocols because they try to make full use of all routing diversity by allowing every node to take part in data transmissions. Unfortunately, as we will show later in this paper, this opportunistic approach may well lead to high data delivery cost (e.g., in terms of the number of packet transmissions taken) and thus are not suitable for resource-constrained wireless networks. Therefore, how to control routing diversity for minimum-cost NC-based routing remains largely unexplored so far. For instance, nodes on the shortest path routing are always selected into forwarder set in existing NC-based opportunistic routing protocols. However, as we will prove in Section V, this intuitive choice sometimes would increase the data delivery cost of NC-based routing.

In this paper, we investigate the impact of routing diversity on the cost of NC-based routing by exploring solutions to the cost estimation and cost minimization problems in NC-based routing. Different from existing NC-based OR protocols, which allow every node to forward coded data, our findings show that it is important to optimize routing diversity in NC-based routing. The main contribution of this paper is:

• We propose the first analytical framework for estimating the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing in arbitrary topologies;

• We propose a greedy algorithm that minimizes the total transmission cost of NC-based routing for arbitrary topologies and determines the corresponding forwarder set for each node. We prove its optimality and find an upper-bound for minimal cost NC-based routing, which equals to the cost of shortest single path routing. We also show that selecting nodes on the shortest path into forwarder set of NC-based routing may lead to worse delivery efficiency;

• We design and implement ONCR, a fully distributed minimal cost NC-based routing protocol, for resource-constrained sensor platforms. ONCR consists of a routing engine, a M-NSB coded feedback scheme, and a rate control module. The M-NSB scheme provides a precise coded feedback for NC-based forwarding, and the rate control module reduces the probability of linear dependency between coded packets due to link correlation;
• We evaluate the performance of ONCR on the NetEye sensor network testbed by comparing with CTP[6], MORE[4], and CodeOR[15]. Results show that ONCR achieves significantly better performance than all other protocols in terms of delivery reliability, efficiency, and goodput.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We present the system model and problem definition in Section II. We propose an analytical framework for estimating the cost of NC-based routing in Section III. We design a greedy algorithm for minimizing the transmission cost in NC-based routing and prove its optimality in Section IV. We analyze the properties of minimal cost NC-based routing in Section V. We present the design of ONCR protocol in Section VI and evaluate its performance in Section VII. We discuss related work in Section VIII and make concluding remarks in Section IX.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. System model

We model a wireless network as a graph \( G = (V, E) \) with a source \( S \) and a destination \( T \). If \( S \) has \( K \) original information elements to transmit, the destination \( T \) will need to receive \( K \) linearly independent packets to decode. And we call this \( K \) the batch size. For each node \( i \) in \( G \), we use \( U_i \) and \( D_i \) to denote the set of 1-hop senders and receivers of \( i \), respectively. And we denote the forwarder set of \( i \) as \( FS_i \subset D_i \). For each link \((i,j)\in E\), we denote its expected number of transmissions to deliver a packet with payload length of \( l \) as \( ETX_{ij}^{l} \) and define \( P_{ij}^{l} = \frac{1}{ETX_{ij}} \) as the corresponding link reliability. Because NC-based routing does not change the packet payload length, we use \( ETX_{ij} \) and \( P_{ij} \) in the remaining of this paper for simplicity. Then we define \( C_{ij}(x) \) as the transmission cost of delivering \( x \) linearly independent packets from \( i \) to \( j \). When \( x = 1 \), we use \( C_{ij} \) for simplicity. And it is straightforward to see \( C_{ij}(x) = x \cdot C_{ij} \). We also define \( C_{i\rightarrow FS_i}(x) \) as the expected number of broadcasts of node \( i \) when nodes in \( FS_i \) collectively receive \( x \) linearly independent coded packets from \( i \). We use a large finite field size in generating network coding coefficient, e.g., \( 2^8 \), \( 2^{16} \) or \( 2^{32} \), so that the probability of two randomly coded packets generated by the same node being linearly dependent approaches zero [9]. In order for the problem to be tractable, we assume different links that share the same sender are independent with each other [17]. In Section VI, we design a rate control module for our ONCR protocol to relax this assumption. And we show in Section VII that the algorithm developed based on this assumption also leads to improved data forwarding performance when links may be correlated, i.e., in the NetEye testbed.

B. Problem definition

Given the system model above, we first define the cost estimation problem of NC-based routing as follows:

**EST-NC Problem:** given a network \( G \) and \( K \) information elements originated at source \( S \), estimate the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing to deliver \( K \) linearly independent packets to \( T \) where \( FS_i, \forall i \) is known \textit{a priori}.

The solution to **EST-NC** problem will provide an analytical framework to compute the expected transmission cost of different NC-based routing protocols. Based on this framework, we define the cost minimization problem of NC-based routing:

**MIN-NC Problem:** given a network \( G \) and \( K \) information elements originated at source \( S \), find the minimal total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing and the corresponding \( FS_i \) for each node \( i \in G \) to deliver \( K \) linearly independent packets to \( T \).

III. AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR NC-BASED ROUTING

Existing NC-based routing protocols, such as MORE [4] and CodeOR [15], can significantly improve network throughput. However, the transmission cost of these protocols, i.e., total number of packet transmissions, can be much higher than shortest single path routing because they utilize all routing diversity in protocol design, where each intermediate node takes part in the forwarding process by broadcasting re-encoded packets to its own forwarder candidate set. These protocols [4][15][13] adopt different credit computation algorithms to control redundant transmissions of each node. However, the total number of packet transmissions in NC-based routing protocols has not been studied. In this section, we propose a load assignment algorithm to solve the **EST-NC** problem, which provides the first analytical framework to estimate the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing protocols. As the first step of solving **EST-NC** problem, we now discuss the solution of the following simpler problem.

**D-EST-NC problem:** the same as **EST-NC** problem except that there are only two types of links in \( G \): 1) links from \( S \) to every intermediate node \( A_i \) and 2) links from every intermediate node \( A_i \) to \( T \).

![Figure 1. D-EST-NC problem: diamond topology](image)

The diamond topology in **D-EST-NC** problem is shown in Figure 1. We assume \( |FS_S| = M, |DS| = N \) and \( M \leq N \). And it is easy to see that for each link \( A_i \rightarrow T \), \( C_{A_iT} = ETX_{A_iT} = \frac{1}{P_{A_iT}} \). In this problem, the cost to deliver \( K \) linearly independent packets from \( S \) to \( T \) can be decomposed into two parts. The first part is the cost of one-hop broadcast from \( S \) to \( FS_S \) and the second part is the forwarding cost from \( FS_S \) to \( T \). The one-hop broadcast cost from \( S \) to \( FS_S \) is the expected number of broadcast for nodes in \( FS_S \) to collectively receive \( K \) linearly independent packets. Estimating this cost requires us treating the forwarder set \( FS_S \) as one virtual node \( V_s \). The reliability of the corresponding virtual link \( S \rightarrow V_s \) is then expressed as \( P_{SV_s} = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{M}(1 - P_{SA_i}) \) under the link independence assumption. Therefore, the transmission cost for one-hop broadcast can be expressed as:

\[
C_{S\rightarrow FS_S}(K) = \frac{K}{1 - \prod_{i=1}^{M}(1 - P_{SA_i})} \tag{1}
\]

To estimate the forwarding cost from \( FS_S \) to \( T \), we need to determine the number of encoded packets each intermediate node should forward towards \( T \). To tackle this challenge, we propose a concept called **effective load**.

**Definition 1:** Given a batch \( n \), for a node \( j \) in the forwarder candidate set \( FS_j \), the **effective load** \( \lambda_{ij}^j(n) \) is defined as the number of linearly independent packets of batch \( n \) sent by \( i \) that are received by \( j \) but not by any of the other nodes in \( FS_j \) that has lower transmission cost to the destination.

Effective load represents the entropy \( j \) can contribute in decoding batch \( n \), i.e., the number of coded packets \( j \) can
deliver to $T$ which are linearly independent to packets delivered by other nodes in $FS_i$. Therefore, node $j$ only needs to forward $L_j^i(n)$ coded packets to $T$. This concept enables us to precisely estimate the forwarding cost of different nodes within the same forwarder set. Because the D-EST-NC problem only has one batch of $K$ information elements, we use $L_j^i$ for simplicity. Without loss of generality, we assume that $C_{A_i,T} \leq C_{A_2,T} \leq \ldots \leq C_{A_M,T}$ in D-EST-NC problem. Based on the definition, the effective load $L_j^S$ can be computed as

$$L_j^S = C_{S \rightarrow FS_S}(K) \times P_{S_{A_i}} \times \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} (1 - P_{S_{A_j}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

And we propose the following lemma:

**Lemma 1:** For any instance of D-EST-NC problem, we have $\sum_{i=1}^{M} L_j^S = K$.

The deduction of Equation 2 and proof of Lemma 1 are to solve some basic probability theory problems and are omitted due to the constraint of space. Readers may refer to technical report [20] for more details. Lemma 1 indicates that in order for node $T$ to receive $K$ linearly independent packets, each intermediate node $A_i$ only needs to forward $L_j^S$ re-encoded packets to $T$. Any additional coded packets forwarded to $T$ will be redundant because they are linearly dependent to these $K$ packets. These redundant packet forwarding therefore should not be included when estimating the transmission cost of NC-based routing. With this result, we can estimate the forwarding cost from $FS_i$ to $T$. By summing up the one-hop broadcast cost in Equation 1 and the forwarding cost of $FS_i$, we express the total number of transmissions to deliver $K$ linearly independent packets from $S$ to $T$ as:

$$C_{ST}(K) = C_{S \rightarrow FS_S}(K) + \sum_{i=1}^{M} L_j^S \cdot C_{A_i,T}$$

$$= \frac{K}{1 - \prod_{i=1}^{M} (1 - P_{S_{A_i}})} \cdot \left(1 + \sum_{i=1}^{M} \prod_{i=1}^{i-1} (1 - P_{S_{A_j}}) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

**Algorithm 1 Two-step algorithm for D-EST-NC problem**

1. Input: a diamond network $G$ with source $S$, $FS_S = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_M\}$
2. Output: $C_{ST}(K)$: the expected number of transmissions to deliver $K$ linearly independent packets from $S$ to $T$
3. Sort nodes in $FS_S$ by a non-descending order of $C_{A_i,T}$, where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, M$
4. Sorted nodes are labeled as $\{A'_1, A'_2, \ldots, A'_M\}$
5. $C_{S \rightarrow FS_S}(K) = \frac{K}{1 - \prod_{i=1}^{M} (1 - P_{S_{A'_i}})}$
6. $L_j^{A'_i} = C_{S \rightarrow FS_S}(K) \cdot P_{S_{A'_i}}$
7. $F = 1 - P_{S_{A'_1}}$
8. for $i = 2, 3, \ldots, M$ do
9. $L_j^{A'_i} = C_{S \rightarrow FS_S}(K) \cdot P_{S_{A'_i}} \cdot F$
10. $C_{A'_i}(L_j^{A'_i}) = L_j^{A'_i} \cdot C_{A'_i}$
11. $F = F \cdot (1 - P_{S_{A'_i}})$
12. end for
13. $C_{ST}(K) = C_{S \rightarrow FS_S}(K) + \sum_{i=1}^{M} C_{A'_i}(L_j^{A'_i})$

Equation 3 gives a close-form solution to the D-EST-NC problem. We formally present this computing process in Algorithm 1. This algorithm estimates the cost of broadcast by treating the forwarder set as a virtual node, estimates the cost of forwarding by computing the effective load of each forwarder, and adds two parts together to get the final result. Note that in Algorithm 1, we sort nodes of $FS_S$ by a non-descending order of their transmission cost to $T$ before computing the total transmission cost. This step relaxes the assumption of ordered forwarder set in our deduction above. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is $O(|V| \log |V|)$.

After solving D-EST-NC problem, we generalize this effective load based approach to recursively estimate the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing in arbitrary topologies. Given an instance of EST-NC problem, we execute Algorithm 1 for each non-root $i$ to compute $C_{ST}(K)$ if every node $j$ in $FS_i$ has computed and updated $C_{ST}(K)$. We then update $C_{ST}(K)$ to notify $U_i$, the set of i’s one-hop senders. We execute the same procedure for nodes in $U_i$ to update their transmission cost to the destination. Because for each upstream sender $i \in U_j$, node $j$ only forwards the corresponding effective load $L_j^i$ to $FS_j$, the probability of two encoded packets sent by different forwarders but received by the same next-hop forwarder being linearly dependent approaches 0 with a large finite field size. This property ensures that this backwards recursive solution process is applicable to arbitrary topologies. Upon the convergence of this backwards recursive process, we will be able to estimate the total number of packet transmissions to deliver $K$ linearly independent packets from $S$ to $T$. Therefore, we have a solution to EST-NC problem.

**Discussion.** This analytical framework can be applied to estimate the transmission cost for different combinations of forwarder sets, including NC-based opportunistic routing protocols in which $FS_i = D_i$ for every non-root node $i$. It can be run at each node in the network as a distance-vector algorithm. We discuss loop avoidance mechanism for this framework in Section VI. A credit assignment algorithm with similar idea of Algorithm 1 was also proposed in [11] for physical-layer coding based opportunistic routing but its objective is to reduce the queueing delay. In the next few sections, we will show that selecting the optimal forwarder set to minimize the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing is a crucial yet non-trivial problem for resource-constrained wireless networks.

**IV. OPTIMIZING DIVERSITY OF NC-BASED ROUTING**

Last section we propose an analytical framework to estimate the transmission cost of NC-based routing in arbitrary topologies with arbitrary forwarder sets. However, without any control on forwarder selection, the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing could be extremely high, reducing the delivery efficiency and impairing network performance of wireless networks. This phenomenon is especially severe in resource-constrained mission-critical sensor networks. In this section, we design a greedy algorithm that determines the forwarder set of each non-root node in wireless networks to get an optimal solution to the MIN-NC problem. In Section III, we show that by running Algorithm 1 for each node in a backwards recursive way, we can estimate the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing in arbitrary topologies. Similarly, we can solve the MIN-NC problem by solving a simple version first and then use the same backwards recursive strategy to get the final solution. The simple version of MIN-NC problem we start with is

**D-MIN-NC problem** The same as the MIN-NC problem except that there are only two types of links in $G$: 1) links from $S$ to every intermediate node $A_i$ and 2) links from every intermediate node $A_i$ to $T$.

It can be seen that the D-MIN-NC problem has the same diamond topology as D-EST-NC problem. To solve this problem, we design a greedy algorithm which is presented as Algorithm 2. The basic idea of Algorithm 2 is to sort all nodes in $DS$ in a non-descending order of their transmission cost to the destination. We then remove the node $A_i'$, which has the lowest transmission cost to $T$, from the sorted $DS$, add it...
to the forwarder set \( F_S \) and compute the total transmission cost using Algorithm 1. If the total transmission cost of \( S \) can be reduced by adding \( A_i \) to \( F_S \), we keep it in \( F_S \) and add another node with the lowest cost from the remaining sorted \( D_S \). We continue this selection process until either of the following two conditions is satisfied:

- the sorted \( D_S \) is empty, i.e., all one-hop receivers of \( S \) have been selected into \( F_S \);
- moving another node from the sorted \( D_S \) to \( F_S \) would increase the total transmission cost of \( S \).

Algorithm 2 has a time complexity of \( O(|V|^2 \lg |V|) \). Not only will it provide the minimal total transmission cost and forwarder set, it also determine the effective load that should be assigned to each forwarder. When this algorithm terminates, it is possible that \( |F_S| = 1 \). In this case the optimal routing structure of NC-based routing is the shortest single path.

To show this greedy algorithm provides the optimal solution to the D-MIN-NC problem, we propose and prove the following theorem:

**Theorem 1:** Given an instance of D-MIN-NC problem with source \( S \) and \( D_S = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_M\} \), Algorithm 2 yields the minimal total transmission cost \( C^*_S(T) \) and the corresponding forwarder set \( F_S \) for NC-based routing.

**Proof:** We prove this theorem by contradiction. Denote the minimal transmission cost to deliver \( K \) linearly independent coded packets from \( S \) to \( T \) as \( C^*_S(T) \) and the corresponding forwarder set as \( F_S \) with \( |F_S| = k \). We sort nodes in \( F_S \) in non-descending order of their transmission cost to the destination \( T \) and denote them as \( F_S = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_k\} \). If this theorem does not hold, there exists at least one node \( A_x \) that is not selected into \( F_S \) and has \( C_{A_i,T} < C_{A_x,T} \) for some integer \( i \in [1, k] \). Without loss of generality, we assume that \( C_{A_{i-1},T} < C_{A_i,T} \). We will have a contradiction when we can find a forwarder set \( F^*_S \) that has a lower transmission cost \( C^*_S \) than \( C^*_S \). To find this contradiction, we study the three forwarder sets, i.e., \( F_S = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_k\} \), \( F^*_S = F_S \cup \{A_i\} \), and \( F_{S1}^* = F_S \cup \{A_{i-1}\} \).

**Algorithm 2 Greedy algorithm for D-MIN-NC problem**

1. **Input:** node \( S \), \( D_S = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_M\} \), \( F_S = \emptyset \)
2. **Output:** \( F^*_S \), the minimal transmission cost to deliver \( K \) linearly independent packets from \( S \) to \( T \) and the corresponding forwarder set \( F_S \)
3. **Initialize:** \( D_S \) by a non-descending order of \( C_{A_i,T} \), where \( i = 1, 2, ..., M \)
4. **Sort nodes**: \( D_S \) are labeled as \( \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_M\} \)
5. **Initialize:** \( F_S = \{A_1\} \)
6. **Initialize:** \( C^*_S(T) = C_{A_1,T} \)
7. **for** \( i = 2, 3, ..., M \): **do**
   8. **Run Algorithm 1** with input \( S \) and \( D_S = \{A_1, A_2, ..., A_i\} \)
   9. **Get the result as** \( C^*_{S_i}(K) \)
10. **if** \( C^*_{S_i}(K) > C^*_S(T) \) **then**
11. **break**
12. **else**
13. \( F_S = F_S \cup A_i \)
14. \( C^*_S(T) = C^*_{S_i}(K) \)
15. **end if**
16. **end for**

For each forwarder set, we compute the corresponding total transmission cost using Algorithm 1. The results are shown as

\[
C^*_S(T) = K \cdot \frac{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{K-1} |C^*_S \cup A_i | \cdot (1 - P_{SA_i})}{1 - \prod_{i=1}^{K-1} (1 - P_{SA_i})}
\]

Since \( C^*_S(T) \) is the minimal total transmission cost, we have \( C^*_S(K) \leq C^*_S(T) \). Through some mathematical transformation on this inequity, we get a useful result in Inequity 7:

\[
C^*_S(K) = \frac{1 - \prod_{i=1}^{K-1} (1 - P_{SA_i})}{1 - \sum_{i=1}^{K-1} |C^*_S \cup A_i | (1 - P_{SA_i})}
\]

Next, we compute \( C^*_S(K) - C^*_S(T) \). After some mathematical transformation, we can get the results in Inequity 8:

\[
C^*_S(K) - C^*_S(T) = \frac{P_{SA}}{[1 - \prod_{i=1}^{K-1} (1 - P_{SA_i})]} \cdot \frac{1}{[1 - \sum_{i=1}^{K-1} |C^*_S \cup A_i | (1 - P_{SA_i})]}
\]

Leveraging the result of Inequity 7 and the fact that \( C_{A_i,T} > C_{A_x,T} \), we can find that the right hand side of Inequity 8 is greater than 0, i.e., \( C^*_S(K) > C^*_S(T) \). This result contradicts with the assumption that \( C^*_S(K) \) is the minimal total transmission cost. It is also straightforward that using the above mathematical deduction framework, a contradiction can be found for any choice of \( i \) and \( x \) where \( i \in [1, k] \) and \( A_i > A_x \). Therefore, we prove that we can always find the minimal total transmission cost from \( S \) to \( T \) by selecting \( A_i \) with lowest \( C_{A_i,T} \) from \( D_S \) into \( F_S \) and stopping when adding more candidates would increase \( C^*_S(T) \). In the end, we complete our proof on the optimality of Algorithm 2 in solving D-MIN-NC problem.

Having solved the D-MIN-NC problem, we can use the same backwards recursive approach in Section III to solve MIN-NC in arbitrary topologies. Given an instance of MIN-NC problem, we execute Algorithm 2 for each non-root \( i \) to compute \( C^*_i(T) \) if every node \( j \) in \( F_S \) has computed and updated \( C^*_j(T) \). We then update \( C^*_i(T) \) to notify \( U_i \), the set of \( i \)’s one-hop senders. We then run Algorithm 2 for nodes in \( U_i \) to update their transmission cost to the destination. Upon the convergence of this backwards recursive process, we will be able to determine the minimal total number of packet transmissions to deliver \( K \) linearly independent packets from \( S \) to \( T \) and the corresponding forwarder set for each non-root node. To this end, we have a solution to MIN-NC problem.

**Discussion.** Similar as EST-NC problem, our solution to MIN-NC problem is applicable to arbitrary topologies and its optimality is not affected by the overlapping of different forwarder sets due to the concept of effective load and the large finite field size used for random network coding, e.g., \( 2^{32}, 2^{10}, \) and \( 2^{12} \). The backwards recursive approach for MIN-NC can also be implemented as a distance-vector protocol. We discuss implementation details including loop-avoidance in Section VI. Detailed mathematical transformation in proving Theorem 1 is omitted due to the constraint of space and can be found in the technical report [20].
V. NC-BASED ROUTING VS. SHORTEST PATH ROUTING: A THEORETICAL COMPARISON

The greedy algorithm we propose in Section IV yields the minimal total transmission cost of NC-based routing. When implementing a routing protocol for wireless networks, nonetheless, we still need to face the choice between NC-based routing and shortest single path routing. The potential benefits of utilizing NC-based routing in wireless networks, especially on resource-constrained sensor platforms, are of great importance in choosing routing strategies. In this section, we conduct a theoretical comparison on the total transmission cost between NC-based routing and shortest single path routing by exploring properties of Algorithm 2. Our findings demonstrate the advantage of minimal cost NC-based routing over shortest path routing.

The first property we find from Algorithm 2 is that the non-terminal nodes on the shortest (i.e., lowest cost) single path is not necessarily chosen in the optimal forwarder set. This property is formally presented in the following theorem:

**Theorem 2:** Given a graph $G$ with source node $S$ and its one-hop candidate set $D_S$ of $M$ forwarders, the optimal forwarder set $FS_S$ computed in Algorithm 2 does not always contain node $A^*$ where $A^* \in D_S$ and $A^*$ is on the shortest single path from $S$ to $T$.

**Proof:** We only need an instance of MIN-NC problem whose optimal NC-based routing topology does not include the shortest single path to prove this theorem. Thus we build an instance in Figure 2. Numbers in this figure represents reliability of different links.

![Fig. 2. A NC-based route without shortest single path](image)

In this instance, the shortest single path is $S \rightarrow A_3 \rightarrow T$ which is marked blue in Figure 2 and its total transmission cost to delivery one packet is $\frac{1}{0.15} + \frac{1}{0.04} = 11.11$. After we execute Algorithm 2, however, the optimal forwarder set we have is $FS_S = \{A_1, A_2\}$, which is marked red in the figure, because $C_{S\rightarrow\{A_1,A_2\} \rightarrow T}(1) = 8.1915$ while $C_{S\rightarrow\{A_1,A_2,A_3\} \rightarrow T}(1) = 9.5398$. With this, we complete our proof.

In this example, we can see that the minimal transmission cost of NC-based routing is lower than that of shortest single path. This observation further raises the question: will the minimal cost of NC-based routing always be lower than that of shortest single path? To answer this question, we propose the second property of Algorithm 2 in the following theorem:

**Theorem 3:** Given a graph $G$ with source node $S$ and its one-hop candidate set $D_S$ of $M$ forwarders, the optimal transmission cost $C_{ST}^*(K)$ computed by Algorithm 2 is upper bounded by $C_{single}^*(K)$ where $C_{single}^*(K)$ is the cost of shortest single path from $S$ to $T$.

**Proof:** It is shown in previous sections that the correctness of our solutions to EST-NC and MIN-NC problems will not be affected by the overlapping between forwarder sets of different nodes. Therefore we only need to prove the correctness of this theorem in diamond topology used in D-EST-NC and D-MIN-NC problems. It then can be naturally extended to arbitrary topologies. In the diamond topology, we have $C_{A,T} = \frac{1}{T_{A,T}}$ for each link $A_i \rightarrow T$. We assume the shortest single path is $S \rightarrow A^* \rightarrow T$ and we have $C_{single}^*(K) = K(\frac{1}{T_{S,A^*}} + C_{A^*,T})$ Using the finding in Theorem 2, we prove this theorem in diamond topology under two different cases:

1) $A^* \notin FS_S$. When the forwarder $A^*$ on the lowest cost single path is not selected into $FS_S$, based on the greedy principle adopted by Algorithm 2, we have $C_{A,T} \geq C_{A,T}$ for any $A_i \in FS_S$. Denoting $FS_S = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_k\}$, we make some transformation on $C_{ST}^*(K) - C_{FS}^*(A^*)^*(K)$ and we get:

\[
C_{ST}^*(K) - C_{FS}^*(A^*)^*(K) = K \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{k-1} (1 - P_{SA_i}) - C_{A,T} < 0
\]

From this inequity, we then have:

\[
K \cdot \prod_{i=1}^{k-1} (1 - P_{SA_i}) - C_{A,T} < 0
\]

Thus, $C_{ST}^*(K) < C_{A,T}^*(K)$, which is marked blue in Figure 2 and its total transmission cost $FS_S$ is not necessarily chosen in the optimal forwarder set. This theorem in diamond topology used in EST-NC makes NC-based routing a desirable candidate for wireless networks.

2) $A^* \in FS_S$. In this case, there are three scenarios:

a) If $FS_S = \{A^*\}$, it is clear that $C_{ST}^*(K) = K(\frac{1}{T_{S,A^*}} + C_{A^*,T})$.

b) If $FS_S \neq \{A^*\}$ and $A^*$ is the first node selected into $FS_S$, $C_{ST}^*(K) \leq K(\frac{1}{T_{S,A^*}} + C_{A^*,T})$ is implied in the greedy principle of Algorithm 2.

c) If $FS_S \neq \{A^*\}$ and $A^*$ is not the first node selected into $FS_S$, it is straightforward that

\[
K = \frac{1}{P_{SA^*}}\prod_{i=1}^{k} (1 - P_{SA_i}) - C_{A^*,T} < 0
\]

Combining all three scenarios, we prove this theorem holds when $A^*$ is not selected into $FS_S$.

Therefore, we proved this theorem holds when $A^*$ is not selected into $FS_S$.

Discussion. Through Theorem 2 and 3, we prove that nodes on the shortest path route should not always be favored in forwarder selection for NC-based routing, which is different from opportunistic routing. This crucial property of NC-based routing has been neglected in all existing NC-based routing protocols. Moreover, this property shows the importance of carefully selecting forwarder set for NC-based routing. We also demonstrate the potentials of NC-based routing in improving data delivery efficiency in terms of total number of transmissions compared to shortest single path routing. This makes NC-based routing a desirable candidate for wireless networks, especially in resource-constrained sensor platforms.
VI. ONCR: A MINIMAL COST NC-BASED ROUTING PROTOCOL

Based on Algorithm 2, we design and implement ONCR, a minimal cost NC-based routing protocol for resource-constrained sensor networks. ONCR is a fully distributed routing protocol that runs on every node in the network. As discussed in Section I, there are usually three key challenges in designing an NC-based routing protocol. For a given batch, 1. How should a node select the forwarder set? 2. When should a node stop broadcasting re-encoded packets? 3. When should a node start broadcasting re-encoded packets?

In ONCR, we implement three components, i.e., routing engine, M-NSB ACK scheme and rate control module. Each of them addresses one challenge listed above.

A. Routing engine

As the core of ONCR, the routing engine is responsible in computing the optimal forwarder set for each node, which addresses the first challenge. In our design, we adopt the 4-bit link estimator of the collection tree protocol (CTP) [6] to provide single link reliability information. After getting link and route information from one-hop neighbors of current node, the routing engine performs the following tasks:

- Compute and update the minimal transmission cost of NC-based routing from current node to destination and the corresponding forwarder set;
- Broadcast the computed total transmission cost, the optimal forwarder set and the corresponding normalized effective load information to both one-hop receiver set and one-hop sender set of the current node;
- The route and forwarder set computation process is performed by executing Algorithm 2. We forbid a node from being selected into forwarder set if its transmission cost to the destination is higher than the current node to avoid routing loops. This loop avoidance mechanism has been shown effective in wireless sensor networks [6]. It is easy to see that in a distributed environment, each node only needs to solve D-MIN-NC problem. And by broadcasting local transmission cost information to one-hop neighbors, a global optimal solution to the MIN-NC problem is achieved upon convergence. In this way, we optimally utilize wireless routing diversity to minimize the total number of packet transmissions of NC-based routing. Furthermore, since we compute a normalized effective load information in percentage, the routing engine is adaptive to arbitrary batch sizes.

B. Modified NSB coded feedback

In ONCR, the routing engine decides the forwarder set for the current node. However, in NC-based routing, each node also needs to know when it can stop broadcasting encoded packets of a batch to its forwarder set. The condition for a node $i$ to stop broadcasting encoded packets for a batch is that nodes in $FS_i$ have collectively received $L_i(n)$ linearly independent packets, where $L_i(n)$ is the effective load of batch $n$ assigned to $i$. This information is computed by routing engine in the one-hop sender of $i$ and sent to $i$ in encoded packets.

Besides $L_i(n)$, node $i$ also needs feedback information, i.e., ACK, from nodes in $FS_i$. However, explicit ACK for broadcast is infeasible and an alternative approach is to use coded feedback. First proposed in [16], the null-space-based (NSB) coded feedback scheme is designed to enhance reliability of an NC-based multicast protocol for multimedia applications in mobile ad hoc networks. To apply coded feedback into NC-based opportunistic routing, a Coded Cumulative ACK (CCACK) is proposed in [13]. CCACK designs a more complex ACK generating and testing scheme to solve the collective-space problem and false-positive problem when directly applying NSB in NC-based opportunistic routing. However, CCACK is originally designed to deploy in mesh networks, where nodes has stronger computation power and much larger storage space, making it infeasible to be transplanted to resource-constrained sensor platforms.

Motivated by NSB and CCACK, we propose M-NSB, a modified NSB ACK scheme for ONCR to address the second challenge. The false-positive problem does not exist in the design of ONCR, thus we only need to take care of the collective-space problem in our ACK design. NSB scheme is not designed to convey the collective space of all downstream nodes but only the space relationship between the individual node pairs. It generates coded ACK only based on coding vectors of received packet and this is why collective-space problem may arise. In our M-NSB ACK scheme, on the contrary, we generate coded ACK based on coding vectors of both received packets and forwarded packets. This design principle is similar as CCACK does and can solve the collective-space problem. However, we do not implement multiple checking matrices which are needed in CCACK to solve false-positive problem. In this way, M-NSB is able to provide a precise coded feedback with both low computation and storage overhead.

After an M-NSB ACK of a certain batch is generated at a receiving node $j$, it is broadcast to $U_j$, the set of one-hop sender of node $j$. We point out that M-NSB is also different from CCACK in that it does not take nodes overhearing from different upstream nodes into account. This is for the objective of precisely measuring and controlling the total transmission cost for the whole network. In ONCR, node $j$ is assigned different effective load by different one-hop senders from $U_j$, and packets received by the same node but from different senders will be viewed as different batches, i.e., different traffic flows. By solving the collective-space problem for each sender separately, every coded packet can be effectively used for the decoding at the destination and there will be no redundant packet forwarding. To this end, M-NSB addresses the second design challenge for NC-based routing protocols.

C. Rate control

In ONCR, the routing engine component provides the effective load information, and the M-NSB component provides the receipt status of coded packets in the forwarder set. However, Algorithm 2 is designed based on the assumption of independence between broadcast links. This assumption may not always hold in reality and may cause high linearly dependence between received coded packets, which could impair the network performance. To fill this gap between theoretical analysis and real-world implementation, we design a simple rate-control component in ONCR to help each node decide when to start broadcasting re-encoded packets.

For a certain batch $n$ broadcast from $i$ to $FS_i$, our rate control component at nodes $j$ where $j \in FS_i$ decide when $j$ should start broadcasting re-encoded packets of batch $n$ based on two parameters: the expected number of packets of $j$ will receive from $i$, denoted by $E_j^i(n)$ and the effective load $L_j^i(n)$. Both parameters are computed by $i$ and broadcast to $FS_i$. A batch $n$ is ready for broadcasting at non-root node $j$ only when the following condition is satisfied:

\[ E_j^i(n) > L_j^i(n) \]
Node $j$ receives more than $E_j^i(n) - L_j^i(n)$ linearly independent packets from node $i$

We use this condition to relax the assumption of link independence in theoretical analysis. It can also prevent premature forwarding, i.e., forwarders with higher transmission cost to destination broadcasting encoded packets that are possibly linearly dependent with packets broadcast by forwarders with lower transmission cost. Meanwhile, this condition reduces the contention in the network by having nodes broadcast at different time. Based on this condition, when $j$ has the highest priority in $FS_i$ in terms of transmission cost to the destination, we have $E_j^i(n) = L_j^i(n)$ and batch $n$ is ready for broadcasting at $j$ as soon as the first packet is broadcast from $i$ to $j$. And for every node, one ready-to-forward-batch is chosen for broadcast in a round-robin fashion every time it has a transmit opportunity. A re-encoded packet is generated by selecting non-zero elements in $GF(2^8)$ as re-encoding coefficients. Therefore, our rate-control model solves the third challenge for NC-based routing protocol.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To characterize the feasibility and effectiveness of NC-based routing in reducing total transmission cost in resource-constrained wireless networks, we implement ONCR on TelosB sensor platforms and experimentally evaluate its performance. We first present the experimentation methodology and then measurement results.

A. Methodology

Testbed. We use the NetEye sensor network testbed at Wayne State University [1]. 130 TelosB motes are deployed in NetEye, where every two closest neighboring motes are separated by 2 feet in an indoor environment. On each TelosB mote, a 3dB signal attenuator and a 2.45GHz monopole antenna are installed. In our measurement study, we set the radio transmission power to be -7dBm (i.e., power level 15 in TinyOS) such that a multihop network can be created. And we use the default MAC protocol provided in TinyOS 2.x.

Topology. During evaluation, we focus on data collection, i.e., convergecast traffic, since it is the most popular traffic scenario in wireless sensor networks. Out of the 130 motes in NetEye, we randomly select 40 motes (with each mote being selected with equal probability) to form a random network for our experimentation. Among these 40 motes, one node is selected as the data sink.

Protocol studied. To understand the importance of forwarder set selection for NC-based routing and its impact in improving the total transmission cost of wireless sensing and control, we comparatively study the following protocols:

- **ONCR**: the minimal cost NC-based routing protocol proposed in Section VI, which selects the optimal forwarder set for each node to minimize the total transmission cost;
- **CTP**: a state-of-the-art collection tree protocol designed for data collection in sensor networks [6];
- **MORE**: the first NC-based opportunistic routing protocol in wireless mesh networks, which utilizes full routing diversity in network [4];
- **CodeOR**: another representative NC-based opportunistic routing protocol in wireless mesh networks, which adds hop-by-hop ACK to the prototype of MORE and thus increases the concurrency of data flow [15].

Among existing NC-based OR protocols, MORE and CodeOR represent the major mechanisms that have been used to utilize the routing diversity in wireless networks. Other protocols, e.g., CCACK[13] and MIXIT[11], are not expected to perform better than the ones we have considered in this study in terms of transmission cost. We implement all four protocols in TinyOS 2.x. For ONCR, MORE and CodeOR, we use finite field $GF(2^8)$ and batch size 8 for network coding operation because the length of information element in sensor network applications is usually short. We set the maximal size of forwarder set as 5 for all three NC-based routing protocols.

Performance metrics. For each protocol we study, we evaluate its behavior based on the following metrics:

- **Delivery reliability**: percentage of information elements correctly received by the sink;
- **Delivery cost**: number of transmissions required for delivering an information element from its source to the sink;
- **Goodput**: number of valid information elements received by the sink per second;
- **Routing diversity**: the size of forwarder set to transmit a batch.

When measuring goodput, we define an information element as valid if and only if it is linearly independent to all elements that are in the same batch and received by the sink. We do not study the routing diversity of CTP because it is a single path routing protocol and the routing diversity is always one.

Traffic pattern. In our experiment, we use two periodic data collection traffic patterns to represent light and heavy traffic scenarios, respectively.

- **S10**: 10 out of 40 motes in the network are selected as source nodes. Each source node periodically generates 40 information elements with an inter-element interval, denoted by $\Delta_t$, uniformly distributed between 500ms and 3s. For ONCR, MORE and CodeOR, every consecutive eight information elements compose a batch. This pattern is to represent the light traffic scenario.
- **S20**: same as S10 except that 20 nodes are selected as source nodes. This represents the heavy traffic scenario.

B. Measurement results

In what follows, we first present the measurement results for light traffic pattern S10, then we discuss the case of heavy traffic pattern S20. In the figures of this section, we present the means and their 95% confidence intervals for all metrics.

1) Light traffic For the light traffic pattern S10, Figures 3-5 show the delivery reliability, delivery cost and goodput of different protocols. We find that ONCR and CTP provide high data delivery reliabilities (both are close to 100%) while MORE and CodeOR can only deliver 78% and 85% of the data to the sink on average, respectively. Meanwhile, ONCR has a much lower delivery cost than CTP, i.e., a 26% reduction, in terms of average number of transmissions to deliver an information element but the delivery costs of MORE and CodeOR are around 400% and 300% of CTP respectively. The significant improvement in delivery cost also enables ONCR to deliver a higher data goodput than all other three protocols.

Experiment results of ONCR are consistent with Theorem 3 in that the transmission cost of minimal cost NC-based routing is upper-bounded by that of the shortest single path routing. Additionally, the design principles of ONCR in Section VI also contribute to these good characteristics by 1) loop avoidance mechanism in routing engine and 2) rate control module that fills the gap between link-independence assumption and the possible link-correlation in real-world WSN. On the contrary, MORE and CodeOR, two representative NC-based OR protocols, perform poorly on sensor platforms.
There are several reasons why ONCR significantly outperforms MORE and CodeOR. First, having all forwarder candidates take part in the forwarding process could significantly increase the contention of network, resulting in drastic performance degradation. On the other hand, by only allowing candidates that can contribute in reducing the total transmission cost to join forwarder set, ONCR reduces channel contention and the corresponding packet transmission collision caused by opportunistic routing while still utilizing the wireless routing diversity towards improving the network performance. We verify this explanation by comparing the routing diversity of ONCR, MORE and CodeOR in Figure 8. It is shown that the average number of forwarders selected for each non-sink node in ONCR is around 2, but this number becomes 5 in MORE and CodeOR. This figure indicates that, though MORE and CodeOR are shown to achieve higher throughput than single path routing in wireless mesh networks [4][15], opportunistically selecting all candidates into forwarder set will impair the performance of NC-based routing, especially in resource-constrained wireless sensor networks.

Secondly, MORE relies heavily on a reliable end-to-end ACK channel to transmit feedback information from the destination to the whole network and so is CodeOR even if it uses hop-by-hop ACK as well. In wireless sensor networks, end-to-end ACK channel tends to be unreliable and it takes non-negligible time for all the nodes in the network to get an end-to-end ACK from the destination. In ONCR, we do not use any end-to-end ACK. Instead, our M-NSB ACK scheme enables a precise hop-by-hop feedback control for each sender to determine when to stop broadcasting, which help avoid redundant transmissions. Last but not least, the rate control module in ONCR also contributes to the performance improvement, as we discussed in Section VI, through reducing the probability of packet linearly dependence caused by link correlation. Rate control components in MORE and CodeOR could not fill this gap as ONCR does.

2) Heavy traffic To study the performance of ONCR in a more saturated network, we increase the number of sources to 20 to create a heavy traffic scenario S20. Figures 7 - 9 present the delivery reliability, delivery cost and goodput of different protocols in S20. With heavier traffic in the network, ONCR is still able to provide a 98% data delivery reliability as CTP does. Additionally, the reduction in delivery cost of ONCR compared to CTP has increased to 28%. With heavier data traffic in the network, the transmission cost of single path routing increases. On the contrary, the transmission cost of ONCR stays at a lower level in that it intelligently explores and optimally leverages the wireless routing diversity in the network. This observation is also consistent with Theorem 3 and the design principles of ONCR. And it again shows that NC-based routing protocols do not need to utilize full routing diversity to achieve the highest goodput.

Meanwhile, the performance of MORE and CodeOR degrades even more severely than CTP due to similar reasons in the light traffic scenario. It is worthwhile to note that the goodput of CodeOR is even lower than MORE under S20. This is because CodeOR tries to increase the concurrency of the network by allowing multiple flows from the same source to be injected in the network. However, with every node taking part in transmission opportunistically, this increase on concurrency would result in higher contention and poorer delivery performance in the network. Injecting too many flows in the network without considering the negative effects brought by opportunistic forwarding can be disastrous in a network with heavy traffic, as shown in our experiment results. We compare the routing diversity of all three NC-based protocols in Figure 10. It is shown that when traffic is heavier, ONCR tends to use even less routing diversity, i.e., less than 2 forwarders per node, while MORE and CodeOR still use as many forwarders as they are allowed to. This observation demonstrates, from another perspective, the importance and necessity to optimally select forwarder sets for NC-based routing protocols.

VIII. RELATED WORK

In-network processing (INP) has been well studied in wireless and sensor networks. Many INP methods has been proposed to improve network performance by reducing data traffic [14]. These methods are divided into application-dependent INP, e.g., data aggregation and fusion, and application-independent INP, e.g., packet packing [21], compressive sensing[12] and network coding[2]. Network coding was first proposed for wired networks [2]. By mixing packets at intermediate nodes, the bandwidth can be saved and network throughput can be significantly improved. In the past decade, network coding has been extensively studied not only to improve throughput, but also to provide network protection[22][10]. It was later extended to wireless networks due to the broadcast nature of wireless communication. Ho et al. [9] proposed random network coding (RNC) and proved that it achieves the same throughput performance as deterministic linear coding. RNC has been widely used in wireless systems, including mesh networks [8][23], mobile network[18] and sensor networks[19][7].

One important application of random network coding is to be incorporated into routing protocols to improve the throughput of wireless networks. Gkantsidis et al. [5] theoretically analyzed the throughput gain brought by random network coding in multipath routing protocols. Chachulski et al. [4] proposed MORE, the first NC-based opportunistic routing protocol in wireless networks. Integrating intra-flow random network coding with a state-of-the-art opportunistic routing (OR) protocol [3], MORE fully utilizes the routing diversity in wireless environment by allowing every node to broadcast randomly coded packets in the forwarding process. The randomness brought by RNC eliminates the need of coordination between nodes in the same forwarder candidate set, making NC-based OR become more favorable in wireless mesh networks than pure opportunistic routing. Quite a few
NC-based OR protocols have been proposed using MORE as a prototype [11][15][13]. Katti et al. [11] propose MIXIT, which performs physical layer coding on a symbol-level to enhance the throughput and reliability of mesh networks. Lin et al. [15] added hop-by-hop ACK and sliding window to MORE in the design of CodeOR, an NC-based OR protocol aiming to increase the concurrency of network. Koutsoukoulas et al. [13] designed a cumulative coded feedback scheme to address collective-space problem and false-positive problem in feedback control of NC-based OR. Based on this scheme, the authors designed CCACK, another NC-based OR protocol. MIXIT, CodeOR and CCACK are shown to provide significant improvement on throughput in mesh networks.

Our work is closely related to [4][11][15][13]. However, these studies do not consider forwarder set selection problem and instead allow every forwarder candidate to join forwarder set. The increase of contention brought by opportunistic routing and the corresponding increase in transmission cost are neglected in all these studies. MIXIT adopts a credit assignment algorithm sharing the similar idea of our Algorithm 1 for the D-EST-NC problem. But this credit assignment only aims to reduce the queuing delay at each node and still utilizes all the routing diversity without minimizing the transmission cost. Our work, on the contrary, shows that the opportunistic routing principle used in these protocols would lead to drastic performance degradation in resource-constrained wireless networks. We focus on selecting the optimal forwarder set for each node in the network such that the total number of packet transmissions is minimized. Our analytical and experimental results show that the performance of NC-based opportunistic routing is poor in resource-constrained sensor networks, and demonstrate the importance and necessity of minimal cost forwarder set selection for wireless NC-based routing protocol.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We studied the problems of estimating and minimizing the cost of NC-based routing. In particular, we propose the first analytical framework for estimating the expected total cost of NC-based routing. This framework is applicable to arbitrary topologies with arbitrary forwarder set compositions. We design a greedy forwarder set selection algorithm for NC-based routing and proved its optimality. We have also analytically shown the advantages of minimal cost NC-based routing over shortest single path routing. Based on these findings, we design ONCR, a minimal cost NC-based routing protocol. In ONCR, the M-NSB ACK scheme enables precise feedback control of coded message forwarding, and the rate control component reduces the potential linearly dependency between coded packets due to link correlation. Experimental results on the NetEye sensor testbed show that ONCR provides a close to 100% delivery reliability while incurring a transmission cost of only about 72-75% of the best existing protocol. Meanwhile, ONCR achieves about twice the goodput of MORE and CodeOR in resource-constrained sensor networks. This paper reveals that opportunistic forwarder set selection could cause disastrous performance degradation for NC-based routing in resource-constrained wireless networks. Our findings shed light on how to optimize routing diversity in wireless communication.
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